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1TCJAN AND A WATT3 DROP
CCLTTNG FC D CSICXENS

f fiSVING (TILCLN
1-J E2A3 KENT CAES

CLE2X NI33ID0KF of
mar-rbissues with
i Kichigan
license "Ten Roles to Insure Happy Married Life." Hen ia a
ample:; ,
"Keep up the courtship period.
Go 50-5-0
on the money and 0
en the lore. Don't live with relative!, or keep boardera. Don't be
a tightwad
K)UNTY

na

ge

60-5-

Such rules mean little. Every man
knows that one drop of salt water,
patiently studied, will tell you all
bout the acme ucean, wnicn is sun-sla collection of so many drops.
Marriages would last longer if men
realized that each woman is to all women what a drop of salt water is to
the ocean. Study, analyze, interest

f

yourself in the woman that the Lord
has assigned to you. One is enough,
and has within her, if you will look
for it, everything that you would find
in ten thousand.

Democrats, counting chickens even
before the eggs are laid, say that
Ford, running independently, will
take so many fanners from the Republican party as to make Democratic
victory certain.
Democrats forget that Ford's chief
plank will tell of the wonderful things
vo be done for the South, at Muscle
Eboals.

Ford would draw farmers from the
Republican party, but he might also
Break up tne solid soutn, elect nim-aeand leave Messrs. Coolidge and
MacAdoo wondering what Happened.
tf,

Investigation in New York shows
children underfed, undersized. Their
iMifi Mill tnnviav a luv .Hiarti Mmtft.
Landlords say, quite truly, "It isnt
our business. we are taxeo; wages
nd materials are up."
But it ought to be the CITY'S busi- t tit ttnaltiaMae.
svajl ii aiiaV 4a
jUt-IUU
vu(u kv av uv hhwuvrb
of the entire white race, to see tnat
young children are fed and have a
e0i

chance.
The undernourished children of Europe today may mean Asiatics ruling
in Europe fifty years hence.

The English interfered with child
labor and child stunting, forbade the!
starving of children that they might
be small enough for chimney clean-

ing, when they found that they grew
up too small for the army.
In Germany the price of a loaf of
bread jumps four hundred and forty
million marks in a day. That number
of marks would have been one hundred and ten million dollars before the
war. No telling what will happen to
men, when their money goes as crazy
a that.

Even Nature seems to be fighting
against miserable men. In South Africa, a deadly drought and scorching
wind storms have dried up the water
aupply, while locusts, in swarms, have
destroyed green plants. It is feared
all

cattle

will die.

War, disease, earthquakes,
droughts, money panics, tidal waves,
and, worst of all human beings and
nations intent only on robbing and
killing each other.
Certain philosophers have thought
be
that among planets therearemight
sick insome very sick, as there
dividuals among human beings. This
must be one of the sickest planets.
The Poles and the Turks have

sign-
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AKD JEWS AS
HOT REPLY
GOV. PARKER

NSW ORLEANS, Oct 29.-- The
declaration of H. w. Evans, imperial
wixard of the Ku Klux Klan in an ad
dress at Dallas, Texas, last week that
the Catholic. Jew and negro are three
elements that cannot become good
American citizens brought a reply tonight from Governor John M. Parker
of Louisiana political situation in
which he declared the issue in the
is klan and anti-Thpresent campaign
governor, who personally rent
ed the largest auditorium in the city
for the nuroose ox delivering bis ad
dress, devoted his remarks largely to
Louisiana politics, but much ox his
speech was about the klan as an organization in general.
"The important point about the imperial wizard's speech," he said, "is
that it voiced the attitude of the Ku
Klux Klan as an organization towards
these elements. It places the Catholic and the Jew and the same scale as
the negro as 'an undesirable.'
"I have pronounced the klan an infamous organization," be said, "the
tenets of which violate the principle
laid down in the Declaration of Independence and desecrate the Constitution of the United States. Its imperial wizard declares it to be a great
protestant organization, dedicated to
I am a
100 per cent Americanism.
protestant and the son of a long line
of protestants. I am a Mason and I
say to him that whenever he proclaims Ku Kluxism as a protestant organ that he defames the memory of
those holy men who bled and died in
the fight against religious intolerance
and Insults every intelligent protestant in this land. And whenever he or
his cohorts seek to bold the protestant
churches of America up to the world
as tiie oppressor of mankind, and the
sponsor of his kind of Americanism,
then I, for one protest and shall declare that he lies."
o

Thanksgiving Ball
By Gallup Elks
The Gallup Elks have planned to

give a big Thanksgiving Eve ball at
City Club on November 28, the entire
necproceeds to be used in providing
espec-t.n- ,.
essary presents for the needy,
narfv nhiMwn. for Christmas
TV. Fllra hnnc tn see that
not a child in Gallup will go without

suitable presents tor unnstmas, ana
to this end invite all good people to
kiln MwniMiratA with them. attend the
ball and help make up such a fund.
o

,

The Influence of

.
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The Shah of Persia, invited to

at-

tend the Derby, said, "No, I know one
horse can run faster than another' and
care which it is."
I don'thundred
thousand who feel difA

between an
ferently attended the race
American horse and the British Derby
winner last week. Many very likely
belaid their first bet on a horse race
incause of excellent advertising the
ternational contest had.
If you failed to see the race comfort
autoyourself with this thought: An than
mobile can be bought for less
500 that could run both or those
horses and half a dozen others to
death in a forenoon.
'
'
'
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mmm nalntail
their faces, but you are not an ancient
woman. ;
s
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iypnan
Eon

arale"

is

of it that ia
a libel en the

called
mule.
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RIDING

WAS

FRSIGI1T,
JUMPING AGAINST SIG
NAL, BODY THROWN
UNDZR W1ISELS

Monday night David Chaves Jr.
and Johnny Vallea came in from their
homes at Mentmore to take in the
carnival. About one o'clock they noticed a freight pulling out west bound,
and decided that they would ride the
train to near the Mentmore crossing,
thus save wanting for that distance.
At the freight approached the point
where they expected to jump and walk
the balance of the way to Mentmore,

made his leap successfully and
just in time to witness the horrible
death of his companion, Chaves.
Vallea

Yoong
against a
force that

Chavez, age 10, Jumped
signal, striking with such
his body was thrown back

under the moving: train, his body be
ing cut in halves. Young Valles, age
13, gave the alarm oi the norriDie
accident, and the sad news was con

the boy, who
morning
an inquest wag conducted by Judge
John Schauer, the findings being to
substantiate the foregoing facts. The
body was taken to the Gallup Under
taking Company, where it, was preveyed

to the parents

live at Mentmore.
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Another Dead Bank
Added to the List

Um,

wk

LLOYD

Superior Judge Phelps, following her
conviction last Friday on a charge of
misappropriation of the bank's funds.
Attorneys for Mrs. Kingsbury made a
motion for a new trial and when it
was denied by Judge Phelps, notice
wu given that an appeal would be
made.
Mrs.

Kingsbury wu remanded in
the custody of a deputy sheriff and
taken irom the court to the county

' -

jail.
She was tried on the same charge
as her husband, W. J. Kingsbury,
president oi the bank, who also was
found guilty and sentenced to a term
of between four and five years in
prison.
This case also has been appealed,
Thornton Jones, jr., cashier of the inseveral
stitution, pleaded
weeks ago to burning the records of
the bank and is now serving a four
to five years' term.

guilty

"SQUATTER" LAUDS
TO BE BID OFF
ARRANGEMENTS TO SELL
STATE LANDS BY BID
JANUARY 14, 1924, BY
PROBATE JUDGE

Association

--

mhiu-enc-

PHOENIX, Ariz., Oct. 29. Mrs.
Viola Kingsbury, assistant cashier of
the defunct Farmers and Merchants
bank of Temoe. Aril., todav was sen
tenced to a term of between three and
four years in the state penitentiary by
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SANTA UTS. Ort. 31. The Lincoln
rsnitnl
SANTA FE, Oct. 30. All arrangeCfata kanV at rarriinMi.
anda surplus. $17,500, M was ments have been completed for the
125,000
.
.
ll sale of 40 acres of state land, occuclosed ana piacealain tne nanus ox me
state bank examiner yesterday after pied by squatters in the healrt of
Gallup, and the sale, at public auc
a slight run on the institution.
The Exchange bank of Carrizozo tion, as required by law, set for Janalso closed recently.
uary 14, 1924, State Land Commis
The officers of the Lincoln State sioner Justiniano Joaca announced torencn, president: day. .
bank were: J. o.
An appraisal of the improvements
A. J. Kelland, vice president; Ed
on this land was made last week by
uoone, cannier.
Gal. Tfc kanlr'a itatemant on Sentem- - Mr. Baca and two residents of
Their value was fixed at $200,- lup.
and
showed
14,
loans
discounts,
ber
000.
xi3Z,7Uo;
deposits,
iz,ubv, redisUnder the terms of the sale, any
11,-360;
counts, 17,260; bills payable,
bidder who wishes to bid for the 40
$13,cash and sight exchange,
ROO The denosita
included S82.688 acres, will have to furnish the state
land commissioner with a satisfactory
individual and $41,492 time.
that he will reimburse the
The state had $28,768.48 in the guaranty
squatters in this, $200,000, in case he
bank but thiB was covered
is sucessful. This precaution is to be
surety bonds furnished by the Amerito protect the squatters against
can Surety company, United States taken
loss for the buildings they have put
ana
Fidelity and uuaramy company
up on the state land without title to
Fidelity and Deposits company.
it.
o
The squatters have pooled their inParcnt-Teache- ri'
terests and the probate judge of Mckinley county will bid for them at the
auction. The entire 40 acres is to be
sold in a single lot. No price of less
fiTRRON- - firt. SO.
The teacher of than $30,000 will be accepted. So far
Gibson and Navajo met with the pa- there has been no indication that any
rents Monday afternoon at the Gib- outside party or parties will attempt
son schoolhouse to organize a Pa- - to bid on the land.
o
ent Teachers' Association.
An hour was pleasantly spent dis- -

m
mump but what at
mm narann. uMiallv some one in
business, solicits the aid and influence of this paper for so and so, or
for such and such. Some weeks we
are approached every day ior our aia
)
fltiania fnr thia fir that. All of
which we appreciate. Taking into con
sideration tnat wcai newspapers jmi
An tier rpTit of their time
in -- t
are cordially invited.
for the public, leaving only 40 per
The teachers of the Gibson School
cent oi our time to aevoie to Bus- served refreshments at the masquer
fl
iness, isn't it just as fair for us to
ade dance given Satin-daevening,
infliipnrp. the aid and the and
cleared enoueh money to buy a
of
our
especially
friends,
patronage
phonograph and a couple of dozen
of those who seen our am ana
records for the school. They now
a small fund started which will
hove
a .oca in nnint
comes
A friend
Vo arlHeri tn frnm time to time Until
into our office, pulls a chair close and
have enough to buy a piano.
atrontinn tn Rnmethind of they
o
which is of very vital and of much
interest to him and tne puwic. vur
aid and influence is solicited in the
matter, and we cheerfully give all
that we can, not only give, but devote
AT nnOTTTTPOlTE.
Oct. 30. A
time and space to the ' cause. Our
obtained by
has
oil
been
of
comnlius
showing
brine
mutter
ttnrfa in the
V.n MiMWwDf Pafinincr C.r.. fin the Am- ments and praise. Then, the same
nave brosia structure in eastern McKmley
person, sometimes persons,
Tk ninfinr ta
h done.' . Our nrices- county, according to a report receiv-"
Thia iii said to have been
are j...M.e
requested, and we give them,
at a depth of nearly 700 feet.
found
ana
oi
oioi.
graaes
showing samples
Our prices are shaved by others to a It is believed tne company win gu
tnranrv.fiva runts on the en deeper.
Ltoi
tire order, and the other fellow gets
cents i
the work- - saved twenty-iiv- e
!

Casbisr cf Diri
Sentenced to Prison

burial.

interest to both
nf
vw.
WW...nnh, mnftara
VIMDIU,
parents and teachers examining the
pupils' work on display in the different rooms and in getting acquainted
tMrhvrti. After refresh
afiv, tha
ments were served announcement was
made that the second meeting wouia
be held sometime in November. The
children will have a program at this
MawaihW maafincf fiTid all narents
and any one else interested in school

et

Ambrosia Well

Makes Oil Showing

Indian Ceremonial

racc?Y

II

M

t&co

Sept 10tol2,

-
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Sheriffs Aubting
Enforcement of Law
Oct.

ALBUQUERQUE,

81-

-

The

Pmta4.lva aafticiation is
with Sheriff Myers of
Mciuniey county vo urge u
officers of that county to take an
active part in enforcing the game
laws in accordance with the goverweeks
nor's proclamation MMlof several
A. l- a.!- ago, urging peace cxiicer w ue
Rhpriff John
i.
OUkU AVkADir)ATif
III ..isk
Turner of Grant county is taking the
same action, xne peace oincera
be asked to check up on hunters when
thai, ivfnm fmm atinntlnff tn deter
mine if they have more than their
legitimate share ox game.

Wadnaariav mnrnintf of this week
the case of Pablo Chavez vs. Agapito-Varela was heard, resulting in
oia hfinir bound over to the grand
case
jury in the sum of a$1,000. This
siBDDing Biiry
is the outcome oi
which took place on the night of
or lout
a iharce beinfT
filed against Varela for assault with
intent to kill, knaves was awtuucu
TwRNVRTL Colo.. Oct. 80. Dan R. three times, twice on the left shoulder
and once under the left shoulder
Grant, former mayor of Montrose,
representea
of the First Na- blade. E. R. French Telle!)
Colo., and
BDDeared
tional hanlr of Montrose, was indict i via aim
disclosed
The
Chavez.
the
hearing
with
connection
in
disappear
for
ed
ance of about i40,.-uirom tne won.-ros- e that the affray was tne outcome over
bank.
He is technically charged n anarrel in which a woman was im
nritti malrtn0 falnfl renorts to the ITOV- - plicated.
0
ernment on the financial condition of
the bank.

.

a-
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Colorado Banker
' Under Indictment

Community Tree

o

For Christmas

To Reorganize the

Gallup Boy Scouts

luncheon for Thurs- Tha
Aatr nf thia week took un the matter
of reorganizing the . Gallup . Boy
Scouts, and Kelly Fierce was selected
as Scout Master. It is planned that

the

new

Scout Master get busy,

cure a club or

meeting room,

and

se-

pro-

vide for suitable amusements, to the
end that Gallup Bey Scouts may be
flirt- - well organized and profitably enter- ia
while
love
"white
driving
Making
. . .
a a
-J
. ...Ill
a
,:v- ing wtta muDie.Aancyiue iimi. lauoea.
,
.

a-

POLITI-CA- L

OPPONENT DIES
AFTER LONG ILLNESS i
ENGLAND IN MOURNING
LONDON, Oct. 30. Andrew Bonar
Law, for seven months prime minis
ter oi Great Britain, died in his mod'
est London , home at 3 o'clock this
morning.
Five months ago on Mav 20 he
resigned the premiership because of
a throat malady, which for a long
time bad troubled him. Even then he
was reluctant to admit that his ca
reer was finished and retained his
seat in the house of commons, where
he since had made two or three ap
.
pearances.
Ten days ago Mr. Bonar Law re
turned to London from Brighton after
a sojourn of several weeks. . His
physicians issued a statement to the
effect that he had contractted a severe chill, but the public did not suspect that the end was so near, until
they read in this morning's newspapers that he had developed septic pneumonia and a condition that gave rise
to considerable
anxiety, but soon
after extras appeared giving the news
of his death.

Tha nallnn Flka are nlannins? to
hold a big community Christmas tree
to provide presents ior me cnuuren
of Gallup who are needy and that no
children of our community will be
without presents. The committee of
Elks working out tnis pian uesirv uie
of all religious and civic
bodies. In our next week's issue we
will give names of the committee so
to neip wui
that any wno may aesire
know to whom thev can anslv for
further information.

INDICTED BYF EDERAL
GRAND JURY IN DENVER A GENERAL SHAKING UP OF HIGHER UPS
DENVER, Colo., Oct 80. Indictments were returned against the Rev.
Walter A." Grace, former pastor of
a Catholic church in Arvada: John
Walsh, his brother-in-laE. H. Mc
Clenahan, former federal prohibition
director for Colorado and Ben Eng.
lander, former federal prohibition
agent, by a federal grand jury which
made its report to United States District Judge J. Foster Symes here tonight.
Father Grace and Walsh, were Indicted in connection with the transportation into the state of liquor thru
the forging of the name of the mother
superior of the J. K. Mullen home for
the aged to the application for the
permit Father Grace was convicted
of forgery in federal court here and
was sentenced on July 26, last, to two
years in 'the federal penitentiary at
Fort Leavenworth, Kans. He is at
liberty under bond pending appeal to
the United States circuit court of ap-

peals.
The indictment against Grace and
WalBh, which was returned tonight,
specifically charges violation of the
prohibition law by illegal transportation and possession of liquor. The indictment under which the conviction
was obtained was based on the revena
ue law and the new information is
When announcement was made that brought by Granby Hillyer, United
the Snapp Shows would put on a Le- States district attorney, said, for progion Fall Carnival, it was understood secution in case the higher court finds
that there would be no shows on Sun- that the Volstead enforcement act auday. During the week it was announc- tomatically repealed the old revenue
ed that the Carnival would run this law when it become effective, and deand Sunday night. This cided in favor of Grace.
Sunday
brought a storm of protests from
One indictment against McClena- some who were otherwise keeping
hands off, and not opposing the Car- han and Englander charges them with'
nival.
This paper is informed that conspiracy to defraudofthe government
about $1,500
the Carnival was granted a license throughof the sale said
to have been
and permit covering six days. The worth in articles Another
true bill
raids.
Carnival was to begin Monday, Octob- seized
of the
er 29, but was detained and arrived accusses them of embezzlement
derived from the sale.
Monday afternoon. Hence the shows money
o
could not start till Tuesday. The six
bethe
by
city,
granted
days permit
ing for six days beginning Tuesday,
will hold good till Sunday and Sunday night.
On behalf of those of our people
SANTA FE. N. M.. Oct. 31. A
g
who dislike to have a Carnival
state
deposit of $5,307.30 in the Mes-ili- a
on Sunday, Rev. L. A. Stark of
Valley bank at Las Cruces was
the Congregational cnurcn, ami jvev. returned to State Treasurer warren
John W. Hendrix of the First Meth Graham yesterday. In a letter, ac
odist church, solicitetd the aid and companying tne cashiers cnecic ior
influence of a majority oi tne mem- this amount, it was explained tnat tne
bers of the town board, to the end bank had a considerable surplus of
that the Snapp Shows should not be funds on hand which it was unable to
allowed to run in Gallup on Sunday, place out at interest, so was desirous
and after seeing Mayor John J. Kiric. of reducing the surplus in this way.
o
and Trustees J. A. Watson and Otto
made
Klybecker, announcement was
that the shows would not be allowed
to run on Sunday.
-

Opposition Raised
To Sunday Shows

State Money Deposit
Returned by Bank

run-nin-

Col. King Stanley
And His Caravan

o

.

Stabbing Affray
Before Martinez

mid cinntcii riEii

C0I1AR LAW DEAD
GEORGE'S

111

FOItTM FEDERAL

tlTiSTER

v. Tntar.TriVial
ji ...
ALEXANDRIA, Va., Nov. l.-- With
Indian Ceremonial have set dates for
ritual in the presence oi uie
solemn
for Septem
TieTt. vpnr'a Ceremonial
nation's highest officials and one of
ber 10, 11 and 12.
the largest gatherings of Blue Lodge
The Gallup Herald has started tne Masons
in history, the comer stone
1924
the
for
first stunt of publicity
laid today of lofty national memwas
on
Ceremonial by printing the dates
orial which will be erected by the Free
the back of commercial and business Masons of America to their revered
envelopes, ana tnese can De imu iw craftsman, George Washington.
the asking. Several hundred thousand
structure will
are used annually by Gallup When completed, the
envelopes
.
:
be one of the largest monument
oil will
use
if
i
.....
DUSiness yeujuc, miu
ovor prertad in honor of an individual.
enGallup Herald special Ceremonial
Rtnndlnp on the crest of Shooter's
thousand
hundred
several
velopes,
the massive granite pile will
the
to
Hill,
as
be
posted
kept
people will
risB in columned dignity 200 feet
The
Ceremonial.
1924
dates of the
with the above the stone set in place today to
Herald wants to
and command a neruetual view of the
committee,
Ceremonial publicity
vast putate once owned by Washing'
will
trusts that our business people
ana ton, the capital of the republic he
appreciate thia envelope stunt,
helped make possible, and the quaint
orders.
give us their envelope
old town of Alexandria, where he preo- sided over Masonic meetings. Not
far away lies Mount Vernon, where
he spent much of his life, and died.
mi.

rin YEAR

NUMBER

The Memory
1924 To
Of Washington

w

ed a treaty of "perpetual peace" and
the document was probably signed on
both sides without a smile.
It's a good treaty for the present,
however, for with Russia getting
on one I. that fair? Is that square? Is that
stronger and wanting Poland
the door businesst r
aide, the Dardanelles and
into the Mediterranean on another, t tiu mon time, wt bo neht on
Poles and Turks will hang together giving at least 60 per cent of our time
or take their chances separately.
to the good ox tne communuy.

.
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The "Windy City"
Has No Chance
WASHINGTON, Nov. 1 Chairman
Adams of the republican national
committee declared today that Chi
"has no chance" of beine select
ed for the 1624 republican national
unless assurances are
convention
eiven that hotel rates there will be
more reasonable than in tne past.
The national committe in December
meeting also will have up for consid

"

Stanley, old Indian Scout,
traveler, trail blazer and lecturer,
with Mrs. Stanley and party were in
Col. 1
Gallup Thursday, going west.
Stanley is driving the fourth Chandler car ever built one of the first
four Chandler cars' made and has
driven that car over 261,000 miles.
Hia car carries a New York license
plate. His car is decorated with
many signs showing membership in
many highway and road associations,
but the most interesting of all signs
on his car are the words on the back,
showing that Col. Stanley is a booster
for the highway via Gallup, from
New York to San Francisco.
Stopping at the White Garage, Col.
Stanley and party were guests of
Alex Schaffer. A meeting was held
at the White Garage and a caravan
organized in which Borne 70 or 80 cars
became members, to travel westward,
and be guided by the signal service ,
becomplan. Any car In, the caravan
is
being
a
given,
sign
crippled,
ing
taken up by the entire caravan, the
crippled car is helped out of trouble,
Lea-de- n
and the caravan proceeds. Leo
the
lead
to
at
Gallup
was selected
caravan west to a point in Arizona.
van;
This was done so that the
would be piloted over and by the best
roads
best
route from Gallup to the
Col. King

.

.
in Arizona.
Col. Stanley left with his caravan
Saturday morning for San Francisco,
going via Phoenix, Arizona.
Col. Stanley scouted over this sec
loves
tion forty odd years ago. He boos-,
the West but best of all, he is a

.

.

uk
the route via uauup,
ter for
of- Cars.
menus- bimii vntt thousands

eration the plan ior reapportionment will be routed via Gallup by reason of
Col. Stanley's approval oi mis rouv
The White Garage inspected aa
ANOTHER MORRIS '
cars in the caravan free of charge,
0'
For the new papa and mama, and
for
and
and
B. Kellogg
grandma,
for grandpa
auntie, a bright baby girl was born to
Wed
on
Morris
Succeeds
Mr. and Mrs. George
nesday, October si, ana at u pounas,
Morris
lively, as a, cricket, all the
LONDON, Oct 31 The appointdelegation are celebrating.
o
ment of Frank B. Kellogg as United
A baby girl was born to Mr. and States ambassador to Great Britain,
by tha
Mrs. E. K. Errett Sunday, October has been formally acceptedannouonc-ed
was
British
it
government,
cause
the
not
is
28. This, however,
afternoon,
thft
on
the
voice
of Mr. Errett's
being
husky list during the week Ed has Mr. Kellogg's name was presented
a very bad cold brought on by natural by Ambassador Harvey to King
causes.
George and Foreign Secretary Cnrson
yesterday, and both expressed "most
.0
's
Run up your expense asd run down cordial acceptance" of President
appointee.
your credit. "
of delegates.

Frank

Harvey

Cool-idge-

?

,

l

;.'J
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Hst: Cm Tmt
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mtrf-Cla- n

IlfAM PUSS
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-
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thru both avenues 1a sot alive to its
opportunity! Rev. R. R. Shoemaker
will give a talk for the children. 10:00 Church School with classes
for all ages.
11:00 Morning Worship with the
sermon by Rev. R. R. Shoemaker of
M.
Tucson, Arizona, Congregational Assistant Superintendent. Be sure to
OF
CHURCH
THE
hear him.
JESUS CEKIST
7:30 "Worth While" Service. We
cannot
announce the title of the film
.
Day
Sainta)
(Latter
but the pastor wired the exchange to
Sunday School every Sunday at "send , the
best film available." A
10:30 A. If., at City Club House. No
very good evening can be promised.
collections. Everybody welcome.
Rev. Shoemaker will give the evening
message.
CHURCH
METHODIST
FIRST
12:30 Noon Dr. and Mrs. Stark
John Witt Hendrlx, Pastor
will entertani for lunch at the Manse
"
in honor of Rev. Shoemaker for the
Church School, 9:46 A. If.
Public Worship. 11 A. M. and 7:80 members of the Board of Trustees,
Deacons and Deaconesses, their husP. M.
bands or wives as the case may be.
Members of these Boards are urged
CHURCH IN CHRIST
to note thia invitation.
.
(Congregational)
Rev. Lewis A. Stark, D. D., Minister
METHODIST ANNOUNCEMENTS
"The Community Church with a
Social Program" r
The subject of the morning sermon
9:45 Junior Church Worship with a at the Methodist church will be: "The
wonderful reel of Bible pictures on Motive Power of Endeavor," and in
"Abraham and Isaac." A great na-- i the evening: "As a Han Thinketh."
tonal educator recently declared that ' At each of these services there will be
the time is soon coming when the choice music.
Church which does not use visual in-- 1
If you are not in Sunday school
struction will be considered as un-- ; anywhere else come with us. You'll
progressive as the school that fails to find a class to suit you. In all there
use graded lessons. The eye receives are nineteen different classes. And at
ten times the impression of the ear each morning session there ig render
and the school that does not train ed a musical program.
OF TES HOLY SPIRIT
(Episcopal)
. Rev. A. J. G. Dowie
.
Holy Communion, 8 A. M.
Church School, 9:45 A. M.
Morning prayer and sermon, 11 A.

CHURCH

fvary Csess Attaampt la Glorious Evan

CATHOLICS,

If It FaSs

NEGROES; AND JEWS

Imnerial Wizzard of the Ku Klux Klan, W. H. Evans, in
his speech at Dallas, Texas, denounced as "undesirables," Cath- OSes, Jews and Negroes. The Wizzard was louowea oy uov.
John M. Parker of Louisiana, a week later, also in Dallas, and
the Louisiana Governor denounced the Wizzard as an "undesi
rable." Saying, among other things, that "I am a protestant
and a Mason. I have pronounced the Kian as an miamous organization, the tenets of which violate the principles laid down
in tne Declaration oi independence ana aeeecraie me vonsu
tution of the United States."
A letter written to the editor of The Gallup Herald by a
"

former Gallup citizen says that we have been placed on the
black list of the Mississippi Klan, charging us with having said
some of the meanest things ever printed against the Klan.
Gov. Parker of Louisiana has said some things about the
Klan which meet with our approval, and we again repeat all
the things we have ever said against the motley, murderous out

law Klan.

The sprinkle of Klan members in McKinley county, some
whom
of
say that we need the Klan to help enforce the laws
atrainst bootleireins'. we are the same type of Klans who ap

prove and endorse the speech of their Imperial Wizzard, that
Catholics, jews, ana Negroes are unaesirauie, ana we unuw lor
a fact that some of these same McKinley county Kians annx
bootleg liquor.
The editor of The Gallup Herald does not belong to any
church or religious organization, but we subscribe to the princiof
ples of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitutionlaid
as
doctrine
the
couldn't
we
If
States.
support
Unitted
the
down by the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the Unitetd States, and before we would join the cow
ardly Klan, we would hike to Southeast Africa, or to the Fiji
Islands.
Our name being on the black list of the Mississippi Klan
is something to be proud of.
-

WE INVITE YOUR ATTENTION

GIVE NATURAL LAW A CHANCE

So many persons keep themselves so busy looking for
something to improve, something to criticize, something in our
system of government with which to find fault that they fail
to note the tendency of the country towards growth and improvement. During the war our iron and Bteel industries were
suddenly geared to take care of the stupendous production nec
essary and incident to that gigantic undertaking. When the
war ended it was thought the industries would be left high and
dry, or at least find themselves in a position to take care of the
country's demands for several decades. , The fact is, however,
that iron and steel production for this year have been practically at capicity, and this has been so in many other industries
which have been surpassing war time production. It has well
been said that any one who is a bear on America will soon be
behind in the procession. Our industries have become so diver
sified that they support each other and seem jointly to hoist
themselves even by their own bootstraps.
No longer does America depend on the outside world for
economic support and capital. The tables have been turned,
capital is supplied, not borrowed by us, thus opening up for
eign markets that for years have been a closed book. The
only seeming problem now to restore a genuine prosperity is
the adjustment of farm prices which have been woefully low
and made doubly valueless because of the increased prices of
comodities.
This is a situation to which the best of our nconn.
mists may with profit address serious attention.
Actually the economic law will take care of the situation,
if it be permitted to operate. Industrial growth means the
growth of industrial population if this is not prohibitetd, and
increased population spells increased consumption.
The de
mand for labor in the mills and factories will soon cease to
drain the farms once farm prices begin to pick up.
Bankers are disposed to the belief that special legislation
will not help the farmer. We are inclined to agree with this
theory. At best it will pro& a palliative. Special legislation as,
a fact, has no place in America. Unfortunately it is from
special legislation that the farmer is suffering) a created condition that insures the welfare, of many
railroads
against all industries, not to speak of the people. JThe farmer
can well afford to let economic law work itself out if the
will permit it to operate.
At it is, however, there is
clear discrimination against the man who feeds the nation.
well-water-
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Are Exceptionally Comfortable
and They Wear Longer Than
You Would Believe Possible

-

.

CORRECT AND SMART

Holeproof Hosiery
Gives the Utmost Service

and Satisfaction

.

Lisle

v

Silk and Woo)

Wool

Silk

GIVE THEM A TRIAL
You'll Thank Us For
The Suggestion

,

"ROLL UP THEIR SLEEVES"
John T. Pratt, prominent New York banker and strong
tne oudget system, says that when the business men
T
FY
I t LZl - V
of America make up their minds to mix in, roll up their sleeves
VVil,
and get down to a working basis with the people, with whom
the politicians and the agitators work, there will not only be
COAL AVENUE
less discontent, because there will be more understanding
mill
among tne farmers and miners and
hands, but also there
will be, and for the same reason, fewer radical remedies for
such ills as there are.
Mr. Pratt is right providing his definition of the business
man embraces the Wall Street financier. The manufacturer's
SOME DIFFERENCE: Dollar wheat and twentv-fi- v
contact with the working man has been close for years. The dollars a
day plasterers find separate places in the news. Thev
greatest misunderstanding lies between the financier, whose incite a little more thought, however, when
they are linked to
operations spell high prices for what the farmer has to buy. and gether.
;
v
the low prices at which the farmer is compelled to sell. AH
discontent springs from that. Try as we will to put the truth
COMPLIMENTS:
Our girls should be careful to differ
behind our backs, the prosperity, the peace, the content of the entiate in
of the flaterer and the chap who extends a
judging
American people can be gauged always by the barometer on
A compliment is simply an agreeable expression
the American farm. When the farmer enjoys the benefits of the compliment.
of the truth.
y
square deal content disintegrates all down the line.
Mr. Pratt need feel no alarm about the business man not
mixing in." The day of aloofness has about passed. Big
UNCLE JOHN'S
RICHARD LLOYD
business has come to see that it must mix in. that it must fret
WEEKLY POEM
JONES SAYS:
off its perch, that the man in the mill and the man behind the
(AstoewMv Strric)
(Copyright by Klehart Uoji Jnm)
will
no.
be
taken
into
consideration
whether
or
spade
Indeed, the best minds today, for selfish reasons if for no A blame haphazard method in You cannot test your muscle sitting
our affairs, will alien add atillv You cannot find out what
other, feel the stern necessity of finding some real solution of transactin'
insistence and momentum
to our brain can do by going to sleep. your
Re- -'
our economic maelstrom. Up to date they have dealt only with cares.
. . . An' overplus of
pose is not a prodder to progress. It'a
effects.- - They have temporized, but they have not cured. As
in 'tendin' to our tricks, will proper place is after
before
soon as they get down to causes a more permanent relief will be leave the monthly balance in a miffht work. Work is for thework, notrest
for
living;
in sight.
the dead. Be a live one.
Dacxer ox

UE

;V

II
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Those among our Gallup readers who appear a bit galled
because, as you say, you can't pick up a copy of The Gallup
Herald without finding something about bootleg liquor or bootleggers, we invite your critical attention to this issue of The
Herald, and ask that you carefully inspect its pages and see
if you can find something else besides reports of bootleg liquor
and the activities of your pet bootleggers. Occupying a promin
ent place in this issue you will find a "Lecture on Christian
Science," and if you will read it as carefully as some of you
look for and read local news about bootleg, you will get a few
wholesome thoughts of pure logic. You will also find in an
other place some pointers on Etiquette. In another place, you
may read with profit, Richard Lloyd Jones. And, if you will,
look over Arthur Brisbane's column. Then, you may, read
"Punchettes," by Rev. M. A. Matthews it can't hurt you. And,
Uncle John's Weekly Poem might interest you. These contributions are by well known and able writers none of which
were written by the editor of this paper and this should be
sufficient to induce you to read something else, in The Gallup
Herald, besides bootleg dope.
Such as you, who get miffed at our bootleg dope, you have
our sympathey. We pronounce your case as hopeless, and suggest that you visit the Gallup Undertaking place and select
your box, then see "Lucky," the grave digger, and see if you
can induce him to dig you a nice soft spot in which to rest your
weary bones,' assuring you that you are going to a place where
a copy of The Gallup Herald is not needed to kindle fires.
'

STETSON SHOES

ed

poli-tidx- ss

'

,

keer-lessne- ss

Dr. Charles F. Pabst, of Brook
lyn, has brought forward the most potent argument yet heard
to create greater respect for the enforcement, of prohibition.
He assures us that bootleg whisky is one of the greatest fac
tors in destroying the complexions of American girls. Let this
belief take root and good-b- y to the demon rum.
ATTENTION,

GIRLS:

WE MIGHT SAY

May

we suggest

that the United

States Reclamation Service devote its thought to reclaiming for
us a little of the liberty left to us by the fathers?

It ain't so much of science as it is
of common sense that concludes a
man is lasr when he's alien on the
feller neglirent
fence, and to see
in front of urgent calls, is to visualise
the bnmbles that will prod him as he
falls.
There's merit in precision as the
runin'-mat- e
of pluck, and the abort- vision is the kind that
trusts to luck. . . . We've srot to
have the plodder with the mortar on
bis pants, lor building' ain't a past-tim- e
that can stop to fool with chance.
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Better

wear out than
History is the story

to rust out
of work, the
record of achievements. In its index
you cannot find the names of idlers.
to

'

"

,

Contribute something to the history
of something1.
To know work as a friend is the
j hallmark
of wisdom. It is by jour
neying through the shadows of life
that we learn the solace of daily

HANdlNfiN

X wTTlN"R!A.tV
COLX.

Work is the noble varditlclr hv
which we determine the worth of aft
things. It is a blessing, not a curse.
The man who never does anything
never knows anything. The man wh
never works never gets anything. He
may be given things, but he can only
again give. He knows no building
game.
The traveled rail and the driving;
piston rod are polished by use. The
idle piece of steel is red with rust

J

tasks.

The tenderness that denies effort is
cruelty. It makes characterless that
which was endowed with strength.,
Work ig expression. If you can't
express yourself one way try another "

If you cant build a catha ditch. But do something.
Only worken win the world's res-

but
edral,

try.
dig

pect. God does not hold us responsible for results; only for faithfulness.
Work is the greatest educator.
Tackle a job that is a little above you;
grow to it and you engage in work.
Tackle a job that is below you and
you engage in drudgery. Put your
heart into work and your labor be
comes the light of life.
Work is the hiirhwav to human wel
fare..
Results of Indegestion
like to know how many
been caused by fits of
and how many more digestions have been upset by the lova of
women, than by the hate of man. It
is only because we are ill informed
that anything surprises us; and we
are disappointed because we expect
that for which ws have not nrovided.
Charles Dudley Warner.

I

should
wars have

The Constitution
The Constitution, and the laws.
made in purauanca thereof, are supreme; they control the constitutions,
and laws of the respective states and

can not be controlled hv them.
Chief Justice John ranbaU.

A cohere adaeadnn i. mrfMUfi.
Look what it did for Dempsey.
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Friday evening.
Ur. A!brt Henderson of

CINNEX PARTY
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Mr. and Mrs. Ii & Heller enter,
Wrra
wno
soon
nas
U
Gars
quite til
reported as
t,e
tained at dinner Thursday night for
laas week. She wu rivan a iumlii being modi better.
The beautiful horns of Doctor and sirs, tioiinu uurae,
Airs. Bill Ead-doTom
lira.
Widoa who has been a Mrs. J. W. Hannett. at 800 Wood raw
and
Slack.
Harry
1st many friends. Amonf those pre etlent at St Karya hospital is much Avenue, waa the scene of a smart
AND
'
and will bs home this week,
Miit www UwiiM: Geo. Gardner,
j
social affair on Tuesday evening when
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
lira. Frank Swarta, Mrs, H. Free- the Hannetta, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. and
Wooii, Brai.sy, Lane, Ed
Master Billie' Hannett entertained
LAnrknnt.
Evart Wawuia. man and Miaa Halstene were guests nr. and Mrs. a. T. Hannett entertain
a few of his friends with a Halloween
L. W. Irirk Hundav.
DIM.
u'ftf
T.k
V
1l,l- ed with a Halloween party.
party Wednesday afternoon.
His
Swarta, Freeman, Brawn, Brentari,! Mrs. Roy Hunter of Gamerco U a The house was cleverlv dseoratad friends
were: Margaret Hannett,
aawaun.
Mcavoneio, mw
i.eivin Mr. and Mrs.
with
ioster,
black
cats, Noma Thompson, Mary Master,
Frank Duncan of witches,apples, goblins,
Jl
'J
8 Crouch, Leonard Crouch, Hu;fcis
to....
etc.,
skeletons,
carry out
Richards, George Thompson,1
MM
lt
.1
racer, uooiev. Dewia Fitta. Alexan. Kansas City have located at Gamer- - .L
me
nauowen
idea, ine ngnta were Hugh Master, Robert Master, Elic
. ON ACCOUNT C?
der,' Joe Brock, Myers, McCulloogh, M. Hp. and Mrs. Duncan war form. artistically shaded with
colored
'
,
crepe nan ana uavia j ones.
Tom Brown,
RAINY WEATHZ3
Wyper, Gunton, Olive fr. G"on residents, and their many paper so as to give a soft weird glow
10 welcome warn and
a
and Anna Bonnel, Cecil Gore, Barnes
added much charm to the occas
THE THURSDAY CLUB
and Martin. A three court lunchaon DaCK.
ALL ATTRACTIONS
The Thursday Club met with Mr.
Mrs. Pete Peterson and daughter, ion. ,
wu served at the close of the
In
Guests
clad
WILL CE OPEN
arA.
attire
on
T.
Hannett this week. Those pros-- n
ghostly
Hazel of Kephart, New Mexico, are
Meseamea
N Cary,
L
visiting at the home of Mrs. Morter- - riving were greeted at the door by
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
other ghostly figures who escorted A. W. Robertson, W. E. Clarke, F. L
son at Gamerco.
Have The Largest
CHILDREN'S HALLOWEEN
Mr. Vergil Hall of Trtndad. Colo them to the dressing rooms. The Evans, W. D. Cornell, Rosina Burke,
AND
8 Mrs. James Sneddon entertained at rado, formerly a guard at Gibson, has spacious living room had been cleared L. G. Shanklin, and Mrs. N. J. Ander-so- n
and
a delightful ChUdrens'
SUNDAY
Halloween returned to the camps for the winter. for dancing, and a room directly off
EVENING
of Lahania, Hawaii. Mrs. Cor-"Best Assortment of,
party Saturday afternoon in honor of ' Mr. Sam Dimon of Gallup spent from this was occupied by Miss Burks
had high score for the afternoon.
her little son, Warren. Those attend- Sunday afternoon at the home of Mrs five piece orchestra, who were clad
The Thursday Club will meet with
in nifty yellow and black domino Mra. A. W. Robertson next week.
ing were: Allen Gruber, Jim Gruber, M. J. Tilton.
Stove
;
Ed Gruber, Murel Gardener, Jim Tom
Mrs. Washburn of Gamerco attend suits which helped add to the Hal
The Candy Shop Is now serving hot
Brewis, Emily Brewis, Barbara Mar- ed a luncheon at the High School loween effect. Informal dancing and
PERSONAL MENTION
- We Have Ever Had
tin, Link Martin, Elinor May Crouch,
music was the form of entertainment
Mrs. N. J. Anderson nf Tjihanta tamales and genuine Mexican chill.
the
afternoon
given
by
Thursday
' 7chg-t- r
Arthur Washburn, Babe Loghbridge,
and it was a question of "who waa Maui, Hawaii, is the guest of her
cooking class.
Amada Scott, David Wood, Fern Ket- Freshman
Todd Ward of Navajo enter who" until after the "Ghost March." sister, Mrs. W. E. Clarke. Mrs. AnMrs.
tle, Margurite Kettle, Wilson Lane, tained at a Halloween
At the time of going to press, Frl- slips of derson Will aiMnrf tha tm'n
tulfk
party at her Marching guests were given were
Morris Lane, Billy Fraser, Agnes home
and tiny pencils and
re relatives in the East, and later willi(,ay
noon the Strand theatre had
paper
Wednesday evening.
Dennard Herbert Dennard, .Paul
not been able to announce the next
The Halloween party given by the quested to guess the name of their make her home in California.
W.
Marie
J. Irick,
Boise,
Nolan, Misses Gunton, Thorne and Coster partner and write it on the the paper,
Mra. Palmer Ketner has been con- - weeics bookings. However. Mr. Mas- Hardware
Furniture I Franklin
Scot, Willis Wood, and Ane-t- a was a real success and
Iter stated that the public could
rs.
fined to her bed the past week.
en- after which all unmasked.
everyone
Wood. Refreshments were served
the Strand having the very
Delicious punch was served in the
of Los Angeles.
ho'Pen('
a
Butler,
evening.
delightful
joyed
of small ginger bread men, small
mat ne can buy.
dinning room, and adding further to nas oeen tne guest of her sister, Mrs.
pumpkin pies and cruman rolls and A large crowd attended the Gibson the Halloween spirit, bowls of pop L. N. Cary. returned home
Mondav.
MASQURADE PARTY
dance
masquerade
Saturday evening.
coffee.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Smallins and L G. Shanklin came into visit
Miss Anna William, of Gallun receiv corn were placed handy for thesunmerry
with
A Masqurade Halloween nartv waa
par daughter Susie Belle, and Mrs. Chil- us for a few momenta the other day,
ed the ladies' prize and Mr. Hughie makers in the beautiful large
MENTION
PERSONAL
amused
and
"stunts"
ton
lor.
of
Gamerco
of
at
mother
Comanche,
school
the
Dancing
and
house
Texas,
we
were more than very glad to
given
by
Mrs. M. C. Bingham and Mrs. Ed r razer tne gentlemen a prize.
late hour when a Mrs. bmalling, drove to Winslow see his smiling face
the Hisses Willmetta Coster, Mamie
Mr. Webb Ashton was a guest at the guests until alunch
again. He haa
was served. Tuesday to visit with Mr. and Mrs. had a long
delicious buffet
Gunton and Mary Thorne, assisted by Bowmer of Gamerco were Gallup vis a six o clock dinner
siege of illness, on account
Tuesday
evening
itors
event
a
this
Reed.
Mrs.
Reed
Just
is
Mrs.
Tuesday,
pumpkin
a
sister
of
preceding
of a serious case of appendicitis.
ineir mowers, uames and dancing
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Mrs. Coral Clyce Partridge spent
. were
containing slips ot paper was passed Smalling.
enjoyed throughout the evening.
Dooley.
drew
this
to
From
the gentlemen.
they
Mrs. Charles Iehl entertained at
Dainty refreshments were served at several days with her mother, Mrs.
Miss Madeline
of Gallup
n. iv. cregar spent tne week in
of the lady they were sup- bridge Monday afternoon. Those en12 o'clock to the guests who were: Lillian Wilson,
at Whitewater, re spent the week-en- d Cregar
with Miss Helen the name
Arizona on a business mission. '
to
room.
the dining
posed to escort
Messrs. Johnny Thorne, Claud Coster, turning Friday evening.
the afternoon were: Mes- -i
joying
Brown of Gibson.
Fred Baxter, Joe Wilson, Stewart
Robert Langhurst spent the week Dr. and Mrs. Washburn were guests The lunch was beautifully served and dames Roat, Snyder, Lewis. Hart.
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
Brown, Gerald Mellinger, Jess Russel, end at the Ranch with his father.
of Dr. and Mrs. Gaines Tuesday even- consisted of dainty bread and butter r.vans, Heller Ross, Jenkins, Neu chili
at the Candy Shop.
7chg-- tf
sandwiches, two kinds of salad, cof- mann, Haggard, Bickel, Cregar. Dod
Evan Wamsley, Walter Hooser, A. Dr. Gaines and Mrs. Gaines enter- - ing at Gallup.
Then again son, Morris, Payne,
Brown, Porter Brock, Barnes and the tanied Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kuhns, Mr.
Walker,
Phillips,
Mr. Billy Murray of Dawson and fee and doughnuts.
4
Mesdames Dorothy Baxter. Leota and Mrs. Mike Kirk, Mrs. CoraLClyce former superintendent of Gibson, was strains of jazz music from the orches- Wamsley, Cary and Mrs. Johnson, THE BIG SPECIAL SALE
to
the
room
the
tra
party
at.
brought
Mrs. Cary won first prize and Mrs.
Flora HnrrniiffB bm Mr. Sam Knahman
Alexander, Ethel Davidson,
BIGGEST THING EVER
a guest at the Hanes' home Satur- dance, and it was during the small Roat second prize.
After bridge a
Brock, Gunton, Martenson, Coster, an "Enchilada supper" Friday even-- day evening.
wee
the
hours
that
guests reluctantly lovely lunch was served.
Mahoney, Barnes and the Misses Bur. ing.
Mrs. Dan King" of Crown Point,
Despite the rain which attended the
dette Dodson, Ethel Thorne, Willmet
Mr. Marchal Pitman, who has been who has been visiting her brother, broke, away from the happy atmos
L. G. Shanklin is able to be out on
phere of the Hannett home. Invited the streets again after a two weeks opening of the "Big Heart of the Sea
ta Coster, Mary Thorne, Mamie Gun confined to his nome for several days Albert Henderson of Gamerco,
guests included: Dr. and Mrs. Wash illness.
son Sale," at The Style Shop, hunton.
illness, is able to be on duty turned to her home Monday,
J. R. Gaines, Miss
dreds of people of Gallup and vicinity
burn,
.
Bell
Miss
was
a guest at the Flavia Dr. and Mrs.
again.
Myrtle
Beddow
Bill
El
of
is
Paso
a
Gallup
Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
braved the storm and attended in
Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the Mr. and Mrs. Frank Taylor of Gal- - home of Doctor and Mrs. Washburn Manning,Gaines,
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Heller, Vititor this week.
good fashion, and consequently were
removal of his offices in Gallup to lup were calling on Gibson friends Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Parke Sellard, Mr. and
Hary Slack of Albuquerque is in well repaid for their efforts for never
W7 south second street Office noun,
Mrs. W. E. Clarke, Mrs. Anderson, town for a few days.
before and never again will there be
10 to 11 A. M., 2 to 4 P. M., and 7 PS FRAY MACOS COUNCIL NO. THE CARNIVAL SHOWS
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Yersm, Mr. and
presented such an opportunity to seo- 8 P. M. Office phone, 13; residence
AND BAD WEATHER Mrs. F. S. Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs.
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
1783
cn- tnone,
Herman Kahl, Mr. and Mrs. Bickle, chili at the Candy Shop.
COLUMBUS
wearing apparel at such
, KNIGHTS OF
The Snapp Carnival Shows . have Mrs. Blank, Miss Dorothy Hockiday,
prices, in fact every thing in the
bad
Rex
BAZAAR AND DINNER
and
suffered
the
weather
their
Fall
for
w.
Wednesday
u.
Tuesday
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss
u.
and
h.. k.n
fentony,
MEMORIUM
Mr. John Emmons, Mr. Glen theatre will show "The Brass Bot-lLegion Carnival. One of the mana
i
Mr aala
i
WHEREAS, since it has pleased gers said to us that bad. rainy wea Collins,
.k.
ti.
m
Mr.
Arch
Robertand Mrs.
fcio,
The ladies of the First Methodist
intbiuu tuav suvns
iuwhii
Emmons,
God, in his Supreme and ther have been
T-following them for son, Mrs. Rosina Burke, Dr. and Mrs. man who slipped back 6,000 years to .
hurch will give a bazaar and dinner Almighty
XAn?,
Divine Wisdom, to remove from this the past 22 weeks.
land.
the
harem
Snaoo W. D. Cornell.
If
t the church on December 6, from vale of tears one of our beloved bro
i uiers hi wi-- ir
iiat go-- a wiuaouc
long
Shows
prove good rain makers, we
5:30 to 8 P. M. There will be a great
thers, JOHN E. KENNEDY.
Mr. and Mrs. Rov Chambers left Baying, judging oy tne many exprea
our farmers book them
that
suggest
of
articles
suitable
Christ
for
To know
variety
sions of pleasure anddelight. heard
for a return date about June 1, 1924,
Tuesday for Los Angeles. Mr. Cham' on all sides
mas presents.
hew flood a cigarette
by people who had made
causes us as Brothers of the Knights as that date is the most profitable
bers. construction engineer for the
i
had charge of the recently their first visit to The Style Shop.
of Columbus to sincerely condole with time for rain. Anyway, the shows
ne
Santa
can
maaex
Fe,
A
reaiiy
Mr. Czarlinsky, manager of thia
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to se- his bereaved sisters, brother and re- will hold over here as long as possible
completed double tracking in this dis
you must
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from latives.
in order to give everybody a chance,
trict, and he has been sent to Los An popular establishment, stated that he
the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, AlliBE IT RESOLVED, that this Coun See their adv. in another place.
geles to relieve Mr. W. W. Kelly, was highly satisfied with the patronson, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store. cil extend to the relatives of Brother
division engineer, who was injured age accorded him the first day of the
o
the sale, but he has planned to make
nrantlv and ia still in tha hosoital.
John E. Kennedy, its sympthies for FLOWERS: Ten varieties to se
r
T
I
D
Mr. and Mrs. Chambers made many 01
oaiuruay me oanner way, ana aw
their irreparable loss and commend lect from, strictly fresh, direct from
to
forth
effort
make
it
Louis'
special
warm
short
friends
their
Marshal
found
to
sus- the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Alli
Silva
staylput
during
them to God who alone is able
Night
and residence in Gallup, all of whom such by making still further price
Dan Czar carrying liquor, placed him tain them in their affliction.
son, N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store.
this "Big Heart of the
under arrest, and carried him before
hope for their speedy return to our concessions in
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
Season Sale."
city.
Judge Schauer, resulting in a fine of that the resolutions be spread upon
The sale will last for fifteen days
$76 and costs. When told that it the minute of Fray Marcos Council!
Our stamping department offers
is now and perhaps it would not be amiss to
McCamant
Miss Myrtle
would go easy with hinv if he would and
be forwarded to the bo- - you countless suggestions. We will
copies
for the J. M. Carman state that a word to the wise ia suffl- tell where he bought the liouor. he re rcaved.
bookkeeper
cheerfully welcome the opportunity
j cient, so plan to attend.
of showing you the advantage of
Grocery.
fused, and paid the fine rather than
R. T. HERRERA,
J.
xpose the bootlegger.
stamping. Summers Millinery.
BERNARD KAUFMAN,
tf
i
JOS. F. KOENIG.
HOTEL IDA
TlX5iTjr
Committee.
Dr. 0. C. Warriner, Chiropractor,
Have opened the above named
New Mexico,
Phone 88.
on the north side. Rooms 26c to Gallup,
Page Building.
October 26, 1923.
Good accommodations. Also
o
51.00.
Mrs. 0. W. Schlueter spent
yeard in rear. Your patronage
The Candy Shop is now serving hot
and Tuesday of this week in
solicited. Reulon T. Gallagher.
X
Tntck Chauit
tamales and genuine Mexican chili. Winslow.
EXTEND THANKS
where she attended the an
7chg-t- g
of
nual
Northern
convention
the
A NEW SON ADOPTED
A very successful Fair In the
Wo
BY MR. AND MRS. GRIEGO
Mrs. W. F. Ackerman left Tues- Arizona District Federation of
Whitewater
Clubs.
mans
the
Among
Community was brought
interesting
Los
home
at
Angeday night for her
was to a close Saturday evening, Oct. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Griego have les, after a visit here with her dau- number of the different sessions Winwhen a meeting was held to disburse
an
by Mrs. Thomas H.
adopted Ralph, the son of Mrs. Mary ghter, Mrs. Leon Czarlinsky. Mrs. ter address
of Minneapolis, president of the the prizes awarded. The following
Lopez, a sister of Mrs. Griego, and Ackerman has been visiting relatives
from now on little Ralph will be in Kansas City and Joplin, Mo., for General Federation of Womans Clubs, were tne winners ot tne first and sec
konwn as Ralph Griego. Little Ralph the past thre months, stopping over who is a brilliant and most interest- ond prizes:
First in the Needle and Fancy Work
ing talker.
will be educated and cared for by Mr. in Gallup on her return home.
Exhibits, were: Mrs. C. C. Cousins.
and Mrs. Griego, as it is planned to
is
hot
how
The
Candy Shop
serving
Mrs. unas. uagerdon and Mrs. Fran
teach him to be a druggist and fit
Hot tamales and genuine Mexican
tamales and genuine Mexican chili. cisco Ansures.
7chg-t- f
mm xor mat profession. Little Ralph chili at the Candy Shop.
g
7chg-tis now at the Banner Drug Store and
The First and Second Prizes in As-- .
ricultural Products were awarded to
W. W. Morrison, district superinmaking himself at home, as well as
The Rex theatre took advantage of the
useful.
tendent of the Postal Telegraph Com- the
following: C. C. Cousins, Jim
vacation, during .carnival week, nenaerson, w. . noble, Tom Des
in Los Angeles,
pany, headquartera
Murine the week looking and did "house cleaning," by clean sieu,
FLOWERS: Ten varieties to set..
Sam Winston, G. P. Wirtz,
lect from, strictly fresh, direct from after matters connected with the Gal- ing up the theatre from top to bot- rrancisco Ansures, Chas. Hagerdon,
the
and
tom,
chain,
the Reinhardt Floral Gardens, Alii-soChris Langhurst, Geo. Phelps, and
office, and paid high compliments
the theatre, Dr. Marshall.
N. M., and at Jenkins Drug Store. lup
The Exhibits were con
t.bW V..W Gallun manager. ' Mrs. alar- - otherwise
and
fUt htri boij lit. Hl It anVri.
Come
a
i odim lulling aw) nwtatatoi.
Sunday night
enjoy good sidered by all who viewed them to be
Bm iyp it mm
garet Jones.
ntyf aaiHm ttqmmmi am at mfphti
a
in
theatre.
clean
picture
the best that have ever been shown
It curia) in load day la aad dtr oat
A dividend-prin- t
btuiaan utility
Yours for Health, Dr. O. C. War-rine- r, here,; in this section.
tick th Ford
Track hat with t minimum ol taaaOoa. tamai
The
Mer
following
progressive
88.
Phone
Page Building.
ttrntd lor ltttU through yttrt ol w oi hiadUnf tdiptt It lot ost ia tat
chants and Bankers of Gallup were
liable atrvlct ia divtnuW linct. limittdtraa about lotdiidocU, vara- the Prize givers, The Gallup State
HUNTERS ATTENTION
Bank, The First National Bank, Davis
tWd by th. hmou. Ford Mootl ho- UCash & Carry, Gallup Mercantile Co.,
T mfina through tha Ford pUntttry Civinf rapid, dtptadablt htulmi ttr-WHilNC TAXIDERMY
C. N. Cotton Co., Kahn's Dry Goods
Vs-aiFUR GARMENTS
trartamlttion and tptdtl Ford won vie ai low initial com, and ai tha
Store, Puritan Bakery, Vidal Hard
it bring to tha baaintat ana bt lowtal potiibU tipanw (or optrttioa
feu,
ware Co., P. Miocker, Banner Drug
hit
attvlot the abundant and upkttn, It pari tht hightat divkt
ddivary
M.
Co., K. &
Drug Co. These prizes
rtilablt
power,
opamtioa, tad rati tnid ea tht iavtttmtat oi tay
were appreciated very much by the
motor traaapoitartoa
tconomy lor which
and will do much to stimulate
farmers
BETTER PREPARED THAN EVER FOR
tht Ford product it ikt Hti WtUy ftmtwt Haa tcjuipmtat wtJlibb
CHIROPRACTOR
interest in the community for the prototht buainaaa world.
aotablt evtrrwhtrt,
ALL KINDS OF
duction of better crops.
Dr. O. C. Warriner. Pace BuIMinc.
The Whitewater Fair Association
i
Phone 88. wish to extend their thanks and apSHOE REPAEl VOItK
preciation to the following persons
CARRINGTON MOTOR
for services and entertainment renWith New Machinery and New Equipment and
dered:
The High School Orchestra,
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
New Stocks of Goods, I Guarantee Better
which furnished music for the dance
FOR RENT
j
C.
C.
of
Home
the
at
Cousins,
given
Ever
Service Than
Miss Sammie Winston who entertainI Want to See' all My Former customers mad
ed the audience with a splendid long
Ask That You Tell Your Friend That
and monologue, and Mr. Yersin, for
his splendid Radio Concert daring the
New four room house, with
"
evening.
H'.
F. A. HAZZA
bath and toilet
0
For insurance ot au kinds, set
The
Haa
!
One two room house.
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
.
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CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
220 COAL AVENUE

Street
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Inquire at People. 'Market

Phone 248.

LOST:
Bunch of keys on
Leave at Banner Drug Store.
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A SALE YOU WILL LONG RS&ZM-BERIGHT IN THE HEART
OF THE SEASON

AND

DRESS TRIMMINGS

at

Dress Trimmings

Prices

Give-Awa-

y

.

,

STORE WILL EE OPEN UNTIL

EVERY NIGHT

SHARP

COME AND SEE
How Far We Will Make Your

November let

ms

One-Four- th

Go

u

NOVELTIES

Bracelets, Soutoirs, Bar

Ear Drops, Beads,
Pins, Barretts, Spanish Combs, Watch Ribbons, Laungerie Clasps, and Vanities at a
20 Percent Reduction
HAIR PINS
10c Package of Hair Pins for
Five Centa

ll:

t

J

S

r- -

foumfu

EXTRA SALES

Come Let Uo Show
Yea

TO SERVE YOU

A

1

THE ENTIRE Cl

front

No. 461, shaped Bandeau
and back onenine

69c

No. 80. flhaned stid front, elas
98c
tic side, long line, stout

We won't bore you with endless reasons
Bank failure and other adverse conditio
community have been forced ttraetio
many cases did not buy the many articles
so badly needed. In view of tnese fact
this big "Heart of The Season Sale" and
vicinity a chsutca to buy the highest gra
at prices never before and never again I
Our object in doing this is two-folfirst
wants, not knowing that conditions wer
consequently mutt reduce our tremendm
obligations; second, we are going to ad
fied customers in this "Heart of The &
ourselves of their future patronage. Thi
and we are going to make an extreme e
Read our Sale Prices and also bear in i
of articles in our store which we hare n
will hot permit us to enumerate.. Whet!
it will be, well worth your time to make p
Of The Season Sale" and acquaint your
worn this Fall and Winter.
Remember The

15

542, shaped elastic , waist
orocaae
..-n- a

No.
line

ilia

1 No. 667, shaped bans, elastic
.1.49
waist, brocade
No. 556, Long front, open back,
79c
Sale Price

DONT HESITATE

It roars with

,

tide

Khwun?

Prices Slashed
for Quick

Selling

1

810.95

planting now;
more anxious

so

we are giving
the people the
benefit of a
wonderful
purchase. We
want you, and
you

37.45

m

Wi

1

acquainted
with us, and if
it pays you it
will ultimately
pay us.

MORNING,

More

Corner Coal Avenue

G

Second Street

W. Pv.

1J
'1

L

$1.49

....

GIRLS COATS
Plain and Fur Trimmed, in sizes 4 to 16 at
20 PERCENT OFF

NOVEMBER

SALE, STA
w

GOWNS AND PAJAMAS

M

Childrens Flannel Gowns and Pajamas, sizes

"

.

QQ
wl07

...

SILK UNDERWEAR

Kayser and Vanity Fair silk teddy bears and camisoles,
Beautifully trimmed in georgette crepe, ribbon and lace.
We will let you be the judge as to the quality, as they
are all made by America's foremost silk underwear manufacturers. In this great sale, they go at
20 PERCENT DISCOUNT

iiomn

HON

LEATHER VANITY BOXES
They have all the latest fittings for the "flapper" a
wonderful value in an assortment of colors.
PQ
D&D9
$3.95 value, now

0

,

Isr

UNION SUITS
Ladies' Medium Weight Union Suits, Dutch neck, elbow
and long sleeves. Fine ribbed cotton.
.- Value, now

..

TURKISH TOWELS
Turkish Towels. This is one of the finest towel we
have seen in yean. The towels are big and heavy and
1
JL.ll...
V.
Kiuteiy wuvin in oiue wniia cotton yarn, neg-ul50c value. Now .
.
1000

1

A.

.....

Gallup,

THURSDAY

.....

1

At

.

5 dot. House Slippers, in all wanted shades
Sale Price .

4 to 14, sale price

Try to Match
at

.

to get better

Bristling
Bargains, making all
"other sales appear like mere
A sensational High
shadows.
Powered Selling. Drive that will,
thunder across the state and
save hundreds of dollars to the
people of Gallup and surround
ing country on their Winter
purchases.
L

HOUSE SLIPPERS

sec-tio-

and

d,

Don't HesitateBuy all your
wants now. All Fall and Winter Merchandise included in this
Great Sale.

acorns grow,"
and such
values as these
will ultimately
entitle us to
the reputation
we crave, of
furnishing the
.best values by
n
far in this
of the globe.
The original
wholesale price
on many of
these garments
is double the
price we are
quoting for the
choice at retail,
but we are
plowing and
for a
reputation
than for

-

-

t

SELLIKB EVENT TH

Brassieres and Girdles

FORCES

With the
'assistance of
several New
York style
magnates, ours
is bound to
become the
leading Dress
establishment
in Gallup

not that we
are the biggest
by all means,
but "Tall Oaks
from little

U.

U" HiJ

......

and

-

V

i

9 A.M.

In All Fairness To Yourselves

Wool Middies, Jack Tar Brand, shades green,
off
gold, navy and red, at
PURSES
AND
VANITY BOXES
In all sizes, colors, shapes, including Whitting
Davis Mesh Bags, all go at a
25 Percent Reduction

you,

f'

VT

I

9:C0P.M.

--MIDDIES

profits,

'

R.

COME
SEEING IS BELIEVING
AND BE CONVINCED

A

U

V;

J

V,

1

'

Jm

J

nf

Hat and

'

ilzzlif la tl wiz-w- cf
Ti:a style ::c?

tzzr-chand-ise

-- HAT

J

cit t Is

At the Utt minute we lacUaJ to
launch into this great mI all fall
received by tu it? to data.
Tbb U a drastic decision, but we arm
determined to make the aale an event
long to bo remembered. Doau-f- ul
Fall Coats, Suit and Dresses at Aston-ithiLow price. It' the old story
of Our Lots, Your Gala. , -

i

"

-

1

ar

19c

9AJ.SI!

to
of
Owisg to the extensive
this tig sale, we warn you aot to be
misled by fictitious signs. Look for
our sign.'

adrertj

65c Safe

-

'

Tae
r

h

f.

pair of Ladiee' Pure SUk Hose,
black, brown, polo and arrow dock
bote, every pair worth I1.S0, to the
first 100 ladies entering our doors
100

.u

Thursday morning, 9 a. m. sharp, we
will sell them ONE PAIR ONLY for

65C

TE0E6

THURSDAY

STORE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL

HIT

9:00 P.M.
EVERY NIGHT

November 15
AT
--

i

THAT

i

I'll

i

I

ATTRACT

sold

EXTRA SALES

FORCES

..............

e

Duo-Sem-

at .

actual count, plain and
variety of shades and materials.
Go At One-Hal- f
Price

Oi7i;

..

$1.39

CHILRDENS' UNION SUITS
vuhimviw

Nets.

-

.

Mohawk brand pure
aU ahades

MJ

h,

$119

thread

STYLES
Straight Lines

silk,
$1.95

WOOL HOSE
Try To Match at
More

One-Thi-

Effect
Draped Effect
Wrap Effect
Apron Effect ,

One-Si- de

rd

MATERIALS

Hozart and Byrdell brand, all
shades .
$2.45
Hozart
shades

Heather

...

Sport'

corsets
Bon Ton and R. ft

Bonivolne
Lustrosa
Arabia
Artiqua
Avenzada, etc.

Hose,

...

FUR TRIMMINGS

SP

111(111

in all

G. Brands,

$1.39

........

APRONS
'

' 4
OFF
Beautiful Fall Furs in Chokers and Throws, in Lynx, Fox,
Oposum, Fitch, Wolf and Jap Marten. Just deduct one-thifrom the marked price. This is a sale long to be
remembered by Gallup and vicinity.

he

rd

'

"

and Stylish Hats for Fall. In all patterns, including Turbans, High Crown and Low. Large,
medium and small sizes.
All beautifully trimmed ana
richly ornamented. A hat for a woman of any walk of
life. All assembled on one large table to pick
QE
wfiwtf
your choice, for .
REGULAR PRICES AS HIGH AS $1240
COME, INSPECT AND COMPARE
In the finest of trimmed quaity, richly touched with high
Hats that
and fancy colors and of splendid patterns.
sell for $12.00, $15.00 and $20.00. Priced to sell in the
v
: mammoth
sate at
200 Chic, Clever

J-

Slashed

jot quick Selling

TRY TO MATCH AT

i

: ; Prices

.

PRICES RANGING FROM

... 04

S8.95

Tweeds

Desirable
Assortment Of
Both Plain and
Fur Trimmed Coats
In The Season's Most
Wanted Fabrics in
Our Shop Now

98c

D

HATS

JACQUETTES
The new Jacquettes of
Astrakhan' and Kerami
Self and

Most

House. Aprons, 250 by actual count
.
$1.50 value for
ONE-THIR-

Squirrel
Fox

At Cloth Coat Prices
YoullFu7d The

Crushed, Wool Sweaters,
newest tin all
the wanted shades at 20 per cent discount

.

Racoon

FUR COATS

sweaters
The Season's

FURS

Wolf

Stripes, Plaids,
Self and

T

.

Beaver

SPORT COATS

glovesBRAND

:v,S

II

85c

Childrens hose. Mercerised rib
black only, regular 36c value
to (o at -- .
19c

French Tan, Shoe Gray, Field Mouse, and
Natural Chamois. Sale Price

r

Us

SILK BLOUSES
In all the wanted styles and shades at a big
Sacrifice
ROBLIGEE AND BATH ROBES
Robligee and Bath Robes at 20 percent reduction. Just deduct 20 percent from the
regular price.

..

WEAR-RIGH-

$6.95

OUiWI

... DtK)

Off
Just deduct from the marked price
and the skirt will be wrapped for you. We
mention these skirts aa bought for the season
and The Style Shop quality goes in each.

'

P

uiuvii

98c

7c

Women's Madras Bloomers, $1.25 quality in
Pajama checked, and plain madras. Elastic
waist and knee. Roomy and well
OUl
made. Choice
. ftQj
.
-S- KIRTS-.
Every skirt in our entire stock at

styles, including New Wrap, Closed Back, Elastic Sides,
at off. Just deduct 25 from regular price. AU marked in plain figures.

if

TaM

mvw

Quaker Brand Chiffon silk, all
shades ..
$2.49

.
'.
: x
BER FIRST, NINE A. M. SHARP

V:::-;::'""":rV-

n

Brand. Regular $1.50 vaues. Sale
price. All sizes
SLIP ON SWEATERS
In all sades and styles. Regular $5.00 and
While they last at
$6.00 values.
QfT
Sale Price

Hozart Brand pure thread silk,
out-siz- e

Date--

f

d,

Unmatchable Coats Nov in Demand

Vanity Fair Brand Chiffon silk,
all shades
$1.95

effort to get it.
ir in mind that there are hundreds
iave marked down, but which space
Whether you intend to buy or not,
nake plans to attend this big "Heart
t yourself with what is going to bo

nine:

suits

.'.

;
Thirty-seve- n

One-Four-

TO SERVE YOU

Everwear and Butter Fly brand
......98c
pure thread silk
Hozart Brand, pure thread silk

erne

Royal Worchester,

r

'

BLOOMERS

MORE

fact "We have decided to launch
'' and give the people of Gallup and
;st grade of Ladies' Ready To Wear
igain to be equalled in Gallup,
i, first, we over anticipated our own
is were going to bo backward, and
nenduous stock in order to meet our
to add hundreds of new and satia-rh-e
Seated Sale", thereby assuring
. That is what we are striving for,

-

COTTON UNION SUITS
Women's Cotton Union Suits. Built up
ihoulders, bell and tight knee. Fine combed
knitted cottono. Choice until all
QAA

HAIR NETS
15c Gainsborough Double Mesh
Hair
Sold every, place on earth. All colors
SIX TO A CUSTOMER

One Third

i

t

75c

9P.IM.

Match

Try

asons for this unusual event Due to
onditions, hundred of people in our
iracticsflfhe utmost economy, and in
irtides of Wearing Apparel that they

The

i

hose
to
at

I

GOUOUNin

r

i

i

Customers are urged to be at the doors
when they open promptly at 9 a. m.
and secure one of these wonderful
bargains

ONE-THIR- D

'

MORE

$10.95

n
Corner Coal Avenue
At Second Street

LJLJ

Gallup, l N. M.
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Lectureship of Tha Mother Church, ently overwhelming weight of mat- been
have
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latently
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tower tiiM. the aver- - :
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ities. Then think of
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"God
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both be true. Imperfection could not Surely nothing could be more unlike
it was very good. It was right
now
creator
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be
real
God,
all, God then disease.
the
The Bible avers that everything
te
Mar not then, the administration
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A
pink eyed snake has
oeen discovered in Indiana and a monkey-faced
owl was caught a few days
milk-whit-

e,

ELUMIEt DIES

ago in Kentucky. Natural history up(Herald Correspondence)
holds the fellow who caught the monkey-faced
BLUEWATER. N. M., Oct 30.
owl, but the Indianian is
nervous. LouUville Times.
Owing to the mild weather, some of
the farmers are still cutting hay. This
is rather unusual for this climate.
Mr. Amos Tietjen has moved his
drilling rig to Mrs. Clarinda Tietjen
.
IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS
ranch, where he will sink s well. The
well will be about nine miles from
Bluewater.
See
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CARPENTER and BUILDER
brought back some halloween decora
tions and are plannig quite an elaWANTED RELIABLE GIRL
Expert Furniture Repairing
borate party for Wednesday evening.
ine Misses Nellie and Clara Bloom- Wanted reliable girl to keep house
Will Give Ton Eight Hours
Work For Eight Hours Pay
and take care of baby. Particulars apply at Manhattan Cafe.
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FOR RENT:
house with bath and toilet fixtures.
Apply Peoples Market.

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market.
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FOR RENT Two-rooply Paoplei Market
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PARIS SHOE STORE AND SIIOP
Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Gallup

hi

Joseph N. K. Arteal Proprietor
- - New Mexico
Gallup,
Cor. Coal Avenue and Third Street

Rooms

family contained
from six children up; the
one from two children down.
The
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Page Building.
New Mexico

Gallup,

FURNITURE FOR SALE
furnishings of four
rooms. Including ivory bedrooms suite, reed living room
suite, and white enamel kitchen
Cabinet, etc.
HOUSE NO. 20

6

.

Complete

CURTISS HOTEL

(2111)

402 WEST COAL AVENUE

In

Toledo Blade.

Method in Hie Felly.
A stuld business man suddenly began reading Mother Goose's rhymes.
In bis library at night be would
go over these old rhymes, seeming to
weigh one as against another, then
shaking his head, and turning to other
parts of the book. Naturally bis family became alarmed and sent for the
family doctor.
The medical man bad to go about
broaching the suhjct with one diplomacy, of courae, but it had to be
done and be did It He explained to
the business man that the letter's
wife was becoming uneasy.
"Greet snake I" exoluliued the merchant, when be had grasped the Idea.
"What does a woniun know about
business? I'm Just trying to find a
good name for a new style in children's rompers." Pittsburgh
Four Rivers Run Parallel.
Kingdom Ward, who has returned
from Burma after eleven months apent
In the Tibetan-Yunnamarshes, made
a complete traverse, east to west, of
that extraordinary belt of the earth's
crust through which the waters of the
Tibetan plateau escape. Here four of
the greatest rivers of Asia flow In a
strip of mountainous country not more
wan 70 miles wide. There is nothing
elsewhere on the earth's surface to
compare with tbeae mighty rivers
the Yangtse, Mekong, Salween and
Iiiawad running parallel to each
other for a hundred miles and separated only bj rock partitions which In
places attain altitudes of 20,000 feet-Lon- don
Times,
o
Keep the "oil of joy" out of your
car if you would not come to grief.
GUY

FLENNER

GENERAL ENGINEERING
'
.

.

Office:

Mexico.
108 Coal Avenue.

PRACTICE

Architectural

Service

In

Connection.

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT

WEST R. R.' AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,
210V

Office:
Gallop

DENTIST
Wares Building
New Mexico

A

Our Wagon at Your
Door Relieves Your

Nan jo Blanket

Worry

Buick Open Cars are Stormtight
Perfect protection is provided from rain and wind.
The lower frame cf the windshield fits into a permanent rubber grommet. Moulded rubber seals every
joint between the frames and posts. At the top a new
weatherstrip, steel reinforced, excludes all air that
might enter between the windshield and top, and siee
curtains button to the windshield, instead of the posts,
covering the slight crack between them.

'

Baskets
WALTER E. COLENSO
!

FIRST 8TRZZT
Csrwr Railroad Aveaae

GALLUP STEAL!
-

LAra

.

In addition to these and numerous other refinements,'
Buick
brakes afford a greater degree of
afety on all models,
el

'

HERSERT EROS. BUICK COMPANY
AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

txsx!tZsa are but, Duick wfl

-

October

GALLLT, NEW MEXICO
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Quy Flenner, head of ths Idahe
who
Reclamation
put
association,
ever the American Falls reservoir
project by which the entire town of
Amsrloan Falls, Ida., will be moved to
higher ground and the largest Irrlga.
tlon storage dam In the United
tatea will be built
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

CEDDOW BUICK COMPANY

Our work is quality work

Jewelry

Hopi Pottery

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR
THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT WITHIN AND FOR
. THE COUNTY OF Mc
KINLEY AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
State of New Mexico,
Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 2202
McKinley County Bank, Gallup,
New Mexico,
Defendant.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
WHEREAS, the above named court
haa appointed the urfdersisrned Re
feree in the above entitled and num- -'
bered cause, and has by order dated
the 12th day of October, 1923, limited
the time within which creditors of
the insolvent corporation, The
County Bank, shall present
and make proof before me of their
respective claims against the corporation, as hereinafter stated, or failing
so to do, such creditors and claimants
shall be barred from participating in
the distribution of the assets of the
said insolvent corporation.
Now, Therefore, Notice Is Hereby
Given, that the time so limited is
ninety (90) days from the 12th day
of October, 1923, and that all creditors and claimants shall present and
make proof before me of their respective claims sgainst said insolvent
corporation within the time so limit- ed, or failing so to do, shall be forever barred from participating in the
distribution of the assets of said corporation.
Dated this 12th day of October,
1923, at Gallup, McKinley; County,
State of New Mexico.
FRANK B. MAPEL,
Referee, P. O. Address,
Gallup, New Mexico.
(2085)
'
First Pub. Oct. 20.
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Last
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Pub. Nov. 10.

LA CORTE
DEL DISTRICT
POR EL PRIMER DISTRICTO
.

Demandante.

four-whe-

INDIAN
CURIO STORE

.

vs.
McKinley County Bank, Gallup,
New Mexico.
El Demandado.
NOTICIA A LOS ACREEDORES
POR LO TANTO QUE la antedicha

;.

W. BROSE, M. E.

v
.

MEXICO
ESTADO DE NUEVO MEXICO,

EDMUND R. FRENCH

H.

Oct. 20.
Nov. 10.

.

TUB AND SHOWER BATH

Lawyer
Member Bar: Supreme Court Unit
States, Supreme Co art of New

,

JUDICIAL DENTRO DEL
CON DA DO DE McKINLEY
Y EL EST A DO DE NUEVO

STEAM HEAT
M

OF NEW MEXICO
matter of the

First Pub.
Last Pub.

EN

Rooms By Day or Month

Phone No. 288.

the

(2086)

o

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

At Borne in the Stud; 8 to 11:80 A.
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

,

8.

Estate of Rocco De
No. 259
Giannandonio, otherwise
known as Rocco Di Giannsn- tonio, deceased.
NOTICE
Notice Is Hereby Given, that the
undesigned has been appointed administrator of the estate of Rocco De
otherwise known as
Marshal Tioa Kun, who Is slated Giannandonio,,
to be the next president of China. A Rocco Di Giahnantonio deceased, and
fearless military loader, he Is well ed- that all persons having claims against
ucated and a power among his pee. said estate and said decedent will pre
sent tnem within the time and man
pie.
ner prescribed by law.
JOHN GREGORIO,
Don't cross the street cross-eyeAdministrator.

PHONE 246

Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd Street

BERGERE,
Register. '

C4 THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF McKINLEY AND STATE

o

COAL BASIN

proof, to establish claim to the land

First Pub. Nov.
Last Pub. Dec. 1.

egraph.

Shoe Repairing

First-Clas- s

-P- HONE 266- t

o

i

shoes ran

NORM',

above described before U. S. Commissioner, at Gallup, N. M., on the 6th
day of December, 1923.
Clsimant names as witneaaes:
A. J. Crockett, of Gallup, N. M,
W. E. Holly, Duaine Mangrum, Robert Martain, all of Ramah, N. M.

AM.

Chronicle-Tel-

ATTORNEY AT LAW

YERSIN,
Secretary.
ll-2t- -s

;

Now Mexico

J. W. CHAPMAN,

.

W.

ATKINS

Page Bsllding

Gallop

1923 for
signed vntU noon Nov.
reoo
300 WHS 01 COSl vmore
ju
be delivered to the School houses in
Gallup as needed.
This ia to be mine run over a one
Inch screen.
The Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any and all bids.

H.

NOTHING SHIPPED IN AND NO STALE GOODS
SOLD TO OUR CUSTOMERS

COUNSELLOR AT LAW

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
DluM WUi

FRESH EVERY DAY

Coal Ave.

ATTORNEY AND

Vnr further informa- cunfc rSiam
w
HVHW
tion apply to Gerard Gnego, at Ban
ner Drug Store.

UV

St and

HERMAN W.

Improved ranch at

SALE:

.

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

WANTED: Young lady office
clerk and stenographer. State age,
experience and salary expected.
Herald
LOST:
Leave

months.

PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY
DR. M. M. ELLISON

m

FOR SALE: Two
for sale at a bargain.
Gibson Club Bouse.

At-La- w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

Four-roo- m

house.

Most of the mule teams of the O. C.
McElrath Construction Co., are on
pasture here.
Some work has been done on the
road between Bluewater and Grants
and it is said that H is in better condition now than it has been for some

AND BAKERY GOODS

RUIZ A OVERSON

FOR SALE Folding bed. Call at
206 West Aztc Ave.

MARSHAL TS0A,'KUM

still.

FRESH BREAD

FOR RENT Nine room furnished
house for rent Apply at St. Charles

FOR RENT: One
Apply Peoples Market.

field of Ramah were Bluewater via'
itors last week. They were guests of
Mr. T. J. McNeill and family.
Word has been given out that there
will be a Mormon Conference held
on the 16, 17 and 18 of November. Mr.
John M. Knight of Denver, Colo., who
has charge of the work in this section,
and about fourteen Mormon elders, as
well as other visitors will be in attendance. '
The work on the road between
Bluewater and Guam is at a stand-

Mm

bu&i tinea.

25, 1923

Notice is hereby riven that Frank
Stayner, of Ramah, N. M.. who, on

August 6, 1918, made Stock Raising
Homestead Entry, No. 032516, for all
of, Section 80, Township 8N., Range
15W N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make 8 years

nombrada Corte ha nombrado a el
aba jo firmado, ARBITRADOR en la
arriba intitulada y causa enumerada,
y ha actuado por orden fechado el dia
12 de Octubre, 1923, 1'mitado el
tiempo dentro cual los acreedores, de
la corporacion insolvente. Del Banco
McKlnly County, Debera presenter y
hacer prueba ante mi d e sua
respectivos reclamos en contra de la
corporacion, como antedicho expll-cad- o,
al faltar de hacer esto, semejan-te- s
acreedores o reclamantes, no
seran merecedores de participar en stt
diatribucion del Capital de la dicha
corporacion insolvente.
AHORA SEPAN QUE SE DA
NOTICIA, de que el tiempo y limite
es noventa (90) dias desde el dia 12
de Octubre, 1923, y que todo acrecdor
o reclamante debe de presenter y
hacer prueba ante mi de bus respectivos reclamos encontra de la Corporacion insolvente dentro el tiempo
y limite, Al faltar de hacer esto para
siempre sera proveidos de participar
en ia distribucion de los Capitales de
la dicha corporacion.
FECNADA este dia 12 de Octubre,
1923, en Gallup, Condado de McKinley, Estado de Nuevo Mexico.
FRANK B. MAPLE,
ARBITRADOR
Apartado No.
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Lieutenant Smith, principal of our
school, reports a daily attendence of
i j
i
orcr a inunurtu
pnpiis.
Hank Closson returned from a trip
to Albuquerque, bringing back his
daughter, Josephine, who has been
visiting her brother, Joe, at that
Place.
Hubert Merrill is living in his new

position

the recent visitors to Inscription Rock and the Ice Cave was

the

l!llIiillSW

Dig, Brother, Dig '
Of all sad words
From our own kin;
The saddest are these:
No coal in the bin.

mm

"

use of them,

counts . A pig hag brains but they are
chiefly valuable in sandwiches.

mam

ma

'After"
fray Meal
i

ticket

picket
for

fat

Suitor:
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Bobby: "Naw. That was what the
party was for."
" Ia and Out; Up and Down
Come on in.
.,',."
Lunches put up",-

.

ccn- wo-

be- -

111. Brown, we

in thi tvening."

art

usual?

at
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week ia owfcr
After Isvyimt o
givt the American Lrion a
foe . their
umvai, t
Bex and Park theatres announce a f 1
week's program, berinning tils Ban-dand continuinar an next week sss
the weekly program.

to
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Established

1909

Supervision

IN OUR IDEA OF BUSINESS
it is not necessary to pull others down to
1
push ourselves up.
"We are simply intent on putting before
the people iltin truths in the straightest and

Boy, Dee

Ebner: "Doc, them pains still
bother me now and then."
Doctor:
"Here are some pills.
aaae one ten minutes Deiore every
'
paw."

simplest way."

As the Strongest Banking Institution in '
Western New Mexico we solicit your busi-

ness.

'

BANK
ST DANK
IN GALLUP

BEAUTY, TALKS
111 say it dees
By MAGNETIC MABEL
The Ladies' Harsooners Society of
our cnurcn is xivuisr a aousnnut din
ner to be followed by a beauty contest
in wnicn most of the girls of our town
are entered. My sisters say I haven't
got a Chinaman s chance as I have ingrowing eyes, - but I think she is jealous and fears- rivalry. If I had sis
ter Annnie's face and sister Maggie's
figure I'd be twice as good looking as
either of them.
I read advertisements every day
that say beauty secrets will be revealed for 6c. Do you think H possible to become beautiful for 6c ? Are
cancelled stamps accepted?
CAssAriDltA
DEAR CASSANDRA:
Certainly! And as proof, read the
following testimonial from just such
an embryonic beauty as yourself. .

STEAM HEAT

ROOrj

WITH DATH

Out
JAS. H. DRAKE, Prop.

1
GOOD ROOMS

CLEAN BEDS

ONE DOLLAR AND

UP

RATES BY WEEK
NEW MEXICO

GALLUP,

L

"There's a contest for beauty I'm
going in for,
I've xot as much chance, I am sure,
As Peggy Joyce Hopkins, or any one

r

else,
buy the

If

Faxon Cryey
The part

tiii

hi

Ctkat

the Wrigley Buildtwo years ago has filled
of

ing erected
such a want that the north section,
nearly double the floor area of the
south section, is being added.
This north section, nearly com- the entire block,
Stcted, occupies
across North Water

Street, fronting on Michigan
Avenue and reaching to the height

of the main part of the first structure, with a connecting bridge.
The space in the new section is
already nearly all taken by high-clafirms in advance of the com- -'
pletion of the building.
ss

.

.

Cij tagtM ia Sin

city-ins-

dominating

to the POWER OF

it snnnx:
If your face is too red, Antipink ,
makes it white:
If too white, Antipale makes it pink.

I've

a pot of some black
on mv less.

piring

'

"

de-co- rn

FOR THESE COLD DAYS
HOT LEMONADE
HOT PHOSPHATES
HOT LIMEADE
HOT MALTED MILKS
BOUILLON COFFEE

HOT CHOCOLATE

-

nose.

The paper says 'beauty is only skin
deep';
.
My faith to that statement I've

ninned
So all I've to do when all other things

.. .
fail. ,
Is to go out and get myself skinned."

massive-bea- ring

testimony

stuff to rub

to
my toes;
I've a strap with some pinchers to
hold back my ears,
And a clothespin to hold down my
And a plaster

Here is a concrete (as well as a
steel and glass) proof of the
ing that "advertising pays." In
these magnificent buildings Mr.
Wrigley has erected an impressive
testimonial to this great truth.
They loom large and beautiful.
They typify the achievements of
the man who built them. They
stand as a monitor over the activity of the Nation's second
unanswerable

cheated dame.
you've too much chest they'll make

o

want to see Gloria Swan-son in her late--t and best, H7tM," at
taa Km next l&ursday and
You will

ts

n. F. A. Ferrante and little -0
bavs returned frost t!"r
vict to
Georgia rnd New Toii Li.Ue -o
no Kara
savs: "No mow

take out

Atta

home

ttxtre

"Salomy Janj" s.t Rax
Sunday nirlt

'

And put down.
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right stuff at the store.
They've sot a soft paste for a flat- -

ever-rei- ir

rort.

Your
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That's news, isn't

party last mgntT

To

I

1

r-

State

News
"Bobby, how do you think

,

year

tsft ttSrst.

t Stale

'

you will like me as a brother?
sister promised to marry me

If I

llGro's Proof That iliivortising Pays
ks-atsfc-
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tJ I u
r
ti
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Lri
r;i
c .:n
txk t
i
t
ui
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Under

"

"I've tried every way to be lovely.
Lots of dames have no trouble at all;
And, though I was born with a face
like a plate,
I wont let them push me to the wall.
IH buy all the Sunday editions I see,
An', accordin' to them, it's quite plain
That you've only to buy some ing
sealed in a pot
The most ravishing beauty to gain.

Uril

Clyde Kluckhohn is expected buck
soon from his 2500 mile horse back

Km

I

a f

.A-
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lowing:

Among

trip.
o
Not brains, but the

t

X,-

1

LOST STEER"
"At Lily Valley a three year old ateer.
His mark is a ruff crop in every ear,
nis coiour is eiuer Drindie or brown,
Ana is posiea and praised to two
pounds and a crown.
His belly and thighs are part of them
... '.. wmte.
..
..
And the owner may have him by
proving nin nsrnt."
And incidentally, Walt Mason has
nothing on this colonial centleman
wno wrote newspaper poetry.

ment

years ago.

"

i

J
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Virginia Gazette, appeared the fol

800 head

60
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Ne DmU Aboet It
V
ji v
Snoopie: "I see by the newspapers
Tours vwy tTV
that chorus cirls in London are now
wearing monocles."
Bnappie: "Well, as the saying goes
Though it seems, this astossp
tnat is nener wan nouung.
mifht be correct, it la not A man
should always walk ea the tUt near- Tea. Verily. Eennr
to ue curb, whether ne is wi
est
Book Arent: "Here. sir. is a won
two or three persons, this rule
derful volume a complete course in one,
has no execution. i&e oriem ox is
oratory"
Mt. Henry Feck: "Haven't you cot we do not know, but probably H was
something like a course in back talk? the possibility of
horse's nose or
am a married man."
automobile bumping those nearest the
'
curb that ruled that man. the pro
There's a Limit
as well as provider, should
tector,
Insurance Agent (fillinaf out life in
surance blank : "And now what kind
of a car do you drive 1",
:
Aplieant: "None, I hate 'em all."
Insurance Agent:
1 am sorry,
sir, but this company no longer in
sures pedestrians."

The classified ad is not altos-ethe- r
new thing in American Journalism.
A way back on August 6, 1767. in the

and Williams will deliver
of cattle to Mr. Busier of Loveland, Colorado, during the
week. They are selling about 4000
head of sheep bought from the Navajo and Zunis at Thoreau.
Lional Lee fractured his foot and
broke three toes in an accident at the
Mentmore mine where he is working.
Mrs. Atlen Bond and Mr. Lee's family made a shopping trip to Gallup
on Friday last.
Cristino Mares was in town last
week consulting
Lieutenant Smith,
who is an attorney, concerning a
beep trespass case.
d Vanderw aggon has taken over
the Danoff Trading Store at Danoff,
18 miles from Gallup, where he has
moved his family.
George Mangum and Crockett Brothers sold a string of cattle last week
and drove the same to Gallup for ship-
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a lady as rc tcm
and the euro and Istwen fcer
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tend the man should be on C
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House.
Kelsey

following:
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Flake of
Minn.; J. W. Parker, M. W.
Cunnineham, J. W. Batrnenman of
Topeka, Kaneas; V. E. Wintermorc,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellis; Jerry Farmer and family and Miss Vergie Hi
dalgo. Miss Hidalgo is a grand niece
of Kit Carson who visited El Morro
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Riches are not an evil within them
salves. There ia no inherent wicked
E4atillff
ness in monev. It is the love of mos
SUNDAY'S PEOGBAM
ey that is the root of all kinds of evil
When one sets nia heart on money, he
TUESDAY
then becomes a menace to himself and
Maurice Tearnew Production
to the world. When he determines
Barbara LaMarr, Tilly
that his whole mind shall be absorbed FRAY MAT.CC3 COUNCIL
Marshall and Ford SUrlix3 in
KO. 1753
in the thought of being rich, then he
becomes dishonest
When he trusts
"T- S- KSA88 BOTTLE"
KNIGBTS OF COLU-S- U8
PATHE REVIEW
in riches, then it becomes impossible
AESOP'S FABLE
for him to enter the gates of heaven.
Jesus Christ never condemned AND RESOLUTIONS OF ETSPECT
WEDNESDAY
riches. He condemned the worship of
riches. He condemned covetousMss;
BE IT RESOLVED by Fray
IUeUf
-He condemned the misuse of riches.
Council No. 1788, Knights of Col
TSE BXA8S BOTTLE'
He denounced the dishonest man, the umbus, That we extend to our beloved
unfaithful steward, the man who ex- - Brother and Sister, Mr and Mrs.
THURSDAY
iloited his own talents to rob God. It Joseph Artesi, our deepest sympahty
Gloria Swansea ia
s just as true today as it was when and heartfelt condolence in their sad
"ZAZA"
Christ tittered it, "It is easier for a hour on account of the loss of their
Co
Saab Pollard
edy
camel to go through the eys ox a dear little daughter, ANNA; and be
needle than for a rich man to enter it further
FRIDAY
RESOLVED that, humbly bowing
the kingdom of heaven." That means,
it is easier for the impossible to take to the will of God, that we inscribe on
Repeating
is for a man who trusts the minutes of our Order, this
T
"ZAZA"
Slace than it
who makes riches his kingMEMORIUM
SATURDAY
dom, who makes wealth his god, to
Remembrance of The
In
Loving
enter the kingdom of heaven.
Name of
Wallace Berry in
Christ really taught that neaven
ANNA ARTESI.
"BAVL
was a condition in wnicn a uirisnan And extend to the fond parents our
Educational Two Reel Comedy
-might find himself, and in which he Hand and Heart in full and complete
NAVY BLUES"
miarht faithfully serve God and attain
recognition of The Brotherhood of
WEEKLY NEWS
the highest rank in Christian charact- - Man. That a copy of these Resolu
a
as
ste
riches
Chnst regarded
tions be presented to the- parents as a
COMING SOON:
wardship. A man s wealth must be toxen oi. our love -anaA esteem.
own
ease
not
his
for
TRIBLY"
administered,
J. R. T. HERRERA,
-Dl'LCY"
and pleasure, nor for any selfish end, (Signed):
WM.
T. DUGAN,
benethe
but for the glory of God and
FRANK CANAVAN,
fit of humanity. In the teachings of
Committee on Resolutions.
Christ every talent is to be usea in
REX
the Master's service. When Christ Gallup, New Mexico,
GARRETT ft GARRETT, Mgrs.
said, "Lay not up for yourselves trea- October 26, 1923.
o
sures on earth." He put the emphasis
The Rex theatre will show "The
on "yourselves. Lay not up lor yourselves, but lay up as an honest, indus-trou- s Brass Bottle" next Tuesday and Wed
steward treasures for God and nesday. This is a First National pic
RAI.IA1I I!EWC
ture with Harry Myers, Tuuy Uar
for God's cause.
Riches can be gotten righteously. shall. Ford Sterlinc. Ernest Torrance,
(Herald Correspondence)
No one can really get rich any other Barbara LaMarf, Otis Harlan and,
Charlotte Merriam.
celebration was way.
Tne Halloween
o
held here in the form of a masquerade
Our Country
Next Thursday and Friday the Rex
dance at Lambson ball on Friday
Our country I In her intercourse will show "Zaia." with Gloria Swan
tne
2nd.
night,
with foreign nations, may she always son at her best Everybody enjoys
Noren Bloomfield and Ina Hamblin be in the right; but our country, right the lovable Gloria Swanson. "Zaia"
went with Bishop Bloomfield. to St or wrong. STEPHEN DECATUR,
is her latest and best
Johns, Arizona, last week to attend
1
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